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There are many reasons that send men to the
Poles, and the Intellectual Force uses them all.
But the desire for knowledge for its, own sake is
the one whiob really counts and there is no field
for the collection of knowledge which at the pre-
sent time can be compared to the Antarctic.

Apsley, Cherry-Gannard, The Worst
Journey in the World, London,
1922, Vol. II, -:. 5"77.
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With this issue the Bulletin oenoes volume IV. The
Bulletin i11 continue to iuuznarize United States pro-
grams and activities in the Antarctic. It will be issued
eight or nine times a year.

This issue is largely devoted to plans for the caning
season. Except in the chronology no events after 30
September 1962 are covered. Therefore, some of the schedules
and other items noted as occurring in the future wi].l
have already ocranenoed when the reader receives his copy.

Material for this issue was abstracted from Commander Task
Force FORTY THREE, Operation DEEP FREEZE 63 (Operation
Plan No. 1..62), news releases of the Department of Defense,
National Science Foundation Press Release 62-143 (August
22 2 1962), and the press kit prepared by the same organ-
ization. The map showing planned United States scientific
activities for the year is reprinted with the kind per-
mission of the National Science Foundation.

Greenwich Mean Time is used in the Bulletin unless other-
wise noted.

All inquiries should be directed to the United States
Antarctic Projects Officer, 718 Iackson Place, NJ.,
Washington 25, D.C. Telephone: STerling 3-0860, Ex..
tension 3795.
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DEEP FREEZE 63 BEGINS

On 15 September 1962 (16 September local time), four C.-130BL air..
craft landed at Williams Field, McMurdo Sound. From the first plane
stepped Rear Admiral David M. Tyree, USN, Commander U.S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, to re-establish physical connection between Antarctica
and the outside world 11 days earlier than during any previous season.

For weeks before Admiral Tyree's arrival, the men at McMurdo Station
had labored to put Williams Field into operational condition. At all
Antarctica stations, support personnel and scientists had been busy ready-
ing equipment for the spring and simmer. In fact, on 7 September, the
helicopters of Air Development Squadron SIX began their assistance to
scientific field parties. On II September USS DURANT, the picket ship,
left Dunedin, New Zealand to proceed to her ocean station at 60039160°W.

At the end of September, the pipelines to Antarctica had begun to
fill. By this time EASTVIND, CHATTAHOOCHEE, and MIRFAK had left the
United States, and other ships were preparing to do so. Air Force and
Navy aircraft were bringing people to Christchurch where they awaited
the opportunity to continue on to Antarctica.

Back bane in the United States, goods were flowing toward ports of
enibaroation, navyrnen, airmen, civilian scientists, and others were check-
ing last minute details and pacitng their gear.

Far away at United States stations in the Antarctic, other men were
going through the same motions. Admiral Tyree had brought with him to
McMurdo the first mail in many months. Thoughts were turning homeward,
the ordeal of winter was over, before long relief personnel would arrive.

In a word, spring bad come again.

PROGRAMS - THE YEAR

The first number of the Bulletin's Volume 4 is primarily concerned
with programs for the season ahead. - The year promises to be a busy one
for both scientists and support personnel. While the pattern will not
be significantly different from that of the past two seasons, a heavy
burden will be placed on the aviators and their aircraft, particularly
the C-130s which, in addition to the resupply of Byrd and Amundsen-
Scott South Pole Stations and the placing of scientific parties in the
field, will  also be mainly responsible for the establishment of Eights
Station. The trail operations of Task Group 43.5 have as one of their
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objectives the finding of practicable overland resupply routes from the
seacoast to the Marie Byrd Land Plateau.

A new concept involving mobile prefabricated buildings capable of
being transported in C..130 aircraft will be introduced at Eights Station.
Construction projects elsewhere seek, to improve existing facilities and
to develop the possibilities of the nuclear reactor at McMurdo Sound and
the undersnow station at Byrd.

A comparison of the scientific program with previous years indicates
the great number of continuing projects. In other words, beginning with
the International Geophysical Year, there has occurred a growing system-
atization of Antarctic research. Rather than startling discoveries, we
may now expect the steady accumulation of data and its analysis and inte-
gration into the general body of scientific knowledge. Noteworthy in re-
cent years has been the expanding study of Antarctic biology and geology.
The number of projects in upper atmosphere physics shows both the world-
wide interest in this field and the unique advantages of Antarctica for
its investigation.

SflhI OPERATION

Ship operations wi].]. in general follow
DEEP WEEZE 62. In all, 12 ships, including
participate. They may be divided into three
ships; (2) icebreakers, and (3) cargo ships

the pattern set in Operation
two from New Zealand, will
categories: (1) ocean station

and tankers.

OCEAN STATION SHIPS

USS DUBANT (DER 389)	Lieutenant Ccmander R.A. Ks nith, USN
HMNZS ROTOITI (frigate)	Lieutenant Coman 1er G.A. Lawrence, RNZN

The first ship to depart its home station was DUR&NT,whioh left
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, on 17 August and arrived Dunedin, N.Z. on 6 Sept-
ember, It proceeded from Dunedin to ocean station via Campbell
arriving in time for the initial fly..in on 15 September. ROTIOTI will
rotate dh ocean station with DURANT, beginning in mid-October.

For the fly-in, ocean station was approximately 60 0S, 160°E. It
will then be shifted to 60°8, 170 0E, and probably about mid-December to
60°S 9 1650E.

ICEBREAKERS

USOGC EASTWIND (WAGB-279) Captain R. B. Henry, USCG
USS EDISTO (AGB-2)	Commander EL Davidson, USN
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USS GLACIER (AGB..4)	Occanandar E. G. Grant, USN
USS STATEN ISLAND (AGB.-5) Commander J. J. Metsohel, USN

EAST'VIND was scheduled to depart Boston, Mass. on 20 September and
to arrive Port Iqttelton, N.Z., on 25 October. GLACIER also left from
the same port about 23 September and will arrive at Port Lyttelton on
26 October. STATEN ISLAND, whose home port is Seattle, ?Iash., was to
leave there on 24 September and arrive at Port I4yttelton on 25 October.
These three icebreakers will escort the cargo ship MIRFAK and the tanker
CHAAHOOCHKE from Port Lttelton to McMurdo Sound, leaving 1 November
and hoping to arrive about 12 November. The icebreakers will ootiinence
breaking a channel into Hut Point from a position abeam Cape Royds. The
fourth icebreaker, EDISTO, will depart Boston on 1 October and arrive
Port Lttelton on 5 November. Three days later she will leave that place
and proceed to McMurdo Sound arriving about 16 November.

In addition to channel preparation, the icebreakers will escort
cargo vessels and tankers in and out of McMurdo Sound. About mid-Decemb',
GLACIER and EASTJVIND will leave McMurdo for Port Lyttelton, the latter
stopping at Hallett Station to unload bulk fuel. In late December,
EDISTO will depart McMurdo Sound on an exploratory trip along the Palmer
Ponninsula to find a suitable site for a biology-geology study camp
planned for the 1964 season.

STATEN ISLAND will  remain at McMurdo Sound until after the return
of EASTWIND from New Zealand. After a brief trip to Port Lyttelton,
STATEN ISLAND will return to Antarctica to participate with AFNEB in the
resupply of Hallett Station. She will then go to McMurdo Sound where
she will remain until early March.

On her arrival EASTWIND will take over at McMurdo Sound until the
end of January. During February, EASTNIND is scheduled to conduct two
oceanographic cruises in the Ross Sea.

GLACIER, after spending the Christmas season at Port Lyttelton, is
expected to leave there on 3 January, going first to Kainan Bay, then
to explore in the Amundsen Sea.-Bellingshausen Sea area. It is expected
that, if ice and weather conditions are favorable, she will meet an
overland traverse from Byrd Station.

CARGO SHIPS AND TANKERS

USS ABEB (AKA-56)
TJSNS 0HTrAH00cHBIE (T.-AOG--82)
IilANZS ENDEAVOUR II (Tanker)
USNS J. F. MEMLL (T.-ax-275)
USNS MIRF.&K (T-AIc..271)
USS TOMBIGBEE (A0G-3.1)

Captain E. Rifenburgh, USN
Master P. Gentile
Commander J. Lennox-King , RNZN
Master C. E. Driscoll
Master B. Senia
Lieutenant R. 11. McSweeney, USN
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On Operation DEEP FREEZE 62, ships delivered approniately 10,000
tons of cargo and 5,000,000 gallons of petroleum products. A cargo lift
of approximately the same magnitude is expected this season.

As last year, two ships will be sent in early with needed supplies
and petroleum products, especially aviation fuel.They are MIRFAK, a
cargo, and CHATTAHOOCHEF a tanker, both of the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service. The former was scheduled to leave Davisvi].le, R.I.,
on 20 September, and the tanker to depart Aruba, N.V.I., on 27 September.
Both ships are expected at Port Lqttelton 26 October. They will sortie
from that place on 1 November and, after joining up with the icebreakers,
EASTNIND, STATEN ISLAND, and GLACIER, will proceed to McMurdo Sound where
they should arrive about 12 November. If all goes well, they should be
off-loaded and ready to depart on 20 November. MIRFAK will stop briefly
in New Zealand and then return to the United States. CHATTAH000HEE, bow-
ever, is scheduled to make two more trips to McMurdo, one about 10 De-
cember and the other about 5 January.

In addition to the early supply ships, each year one cargo vessel
on regular supply takes off from the East Coast of the United States and
another fran the West Coast. This year AINEB will leave Davisville, R1I.
on 1 November, and MEIBELL will depart Port Hueneme on the 29th of the
same month. After a brief stop-over at Port 1ttelton between 3 and 10
December, AflNEB will make the first of three trips between Port L1yttelton
and McMurdo Sound. The second will include not only a stop at McMurdo
from 16 to 28 January but also a visit to Hallett Station from 28 Janu-
ary to 2 February. APNEB has landing craft and amphibious boat crews
necessary to take bulk cargo ashore at Iie.Uett. ARNEB's final trip to
McMurdo will be during late February. She will probably leave the Ant-
arctic along with GLACIER and STATEN ISLAND shortly after the first of
March.

Unlike ARNEB, which is an Atlantic fleet ship, MERRELL is operated
by the Military Sea Transportation Service. She will make but one trip
to the Antarctic, passing through Port L4yttelton from 21 to 24 December
and arriving at McMurdo Station on 1 January. After unloading, she will
depart McMurdo about 7 January and proceed by way of New Zealand to the
United States.

Two other tankers will participate in the operation. Oje is USS
TOMBIGBB which will start from Pearl Harbor on 4 December. She will
arrive at Port I4yttelton on 22 December and leave on 2 January for the
first of two trips to McMurdo Sound, which she should reach about ll
January. The second trip will  bring her to McMurdo about 5 February.
She will then return to the United States. The other tanker is
HMNZS ENDEAVOUR II which will help to carry the large quantities of
petroleum needed at McMurdo Sound. She expects to leave Port L1yttelton



on 26 December and reach her destination-about 4 ranuary. Another trip
will be made probably in February. ENDEAVOUR will also provide for the
resupply of Scott Base and carry out missions assigned by the New Zea].e.rtd
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

It is hardly necessary to remind readers of the Bul l etin that once
ships have entered Antarctic waters their schedules are subject to un-
predictable changes with the vagaries of weather and operations.

AIR OPERATIONS

The expansion of air operations has been one of the great developments
of the last eight years in the Antarctic. A most striking manifestation
has been that now almost all passengers arrive in aircraft rather than
ships. This allows a longer working season for both scientists and s'
support personnel. Aircraft made possible in 1956-57 the establishnent
of inland stations. They are still maintained by air. Of growing im-
portance has been the support of field parties in areas many of which
were formerly inaccessible. All of these considerations are discernible
in the plans for Operation DEEP FREEZE 63. As last year, there will be
Navy, Air Force, and Army units in the area, each with its appointed roles.

U'YTTED STATES NAVY

Air Development Squadron SIX (VI-6) Ccriinander W. H. Everett, USN

4 C-130BL (ski)	4 R4D-.5 (ski)	1 RIV-1
2 P2V7. (ski)	4 UC-1 (ski)	1 R5D.-3
1 R4D-8 (ski)	4 HUS.-lA

The naval air group will provide aerial logistic support, aerial re-
conaissance, aerial photography, and search and rescue within the Ant-
arctio Continent. It will also provide search and rescue along the south-
ern half of the air route from New Zealand to McMurdo Sound, until the
withdrawal of the Air Force Task Unit, at which time VX-6 will assume
responsibility along the entire route.

The primary mission of the naval air group is the logistic support
of inland stations: Byrd, South Pole, and the new Eights Station to be
established at 75°14 1 S, 77 010 1W. C-130BL aircraft will be used for this
purpose and are expected to deliver the following approximate tonnages,
including the weight of passengers: Byrd - 2,900 tons; South Pole - 600
tons; Eights - 150 tons.

All other missions will be undertaken within the limits of forces
assigned and without jeopardy to the primary mission. These other missions
will include the delivery of about 30 tons to Hallett Station by R5D and



about 200 tons to scientific parties in the field using a variety of air..
craft. The R7V will fly approximately 27 turn-around flights between
Christchurch and McMurdo Sound.

Requirements for aerial mapping photography are determined by the
United States Antarctic Research Program, and the work done by the P211.-
7s of VX . 6. Those aircraft will operate from McMurdo and Byrd Stations,

U.S. Army Helicopter Unit

Army HU..1B helicopters are attached to VX-6. They will participate
in a Tellurcmieter survey of the Horlick and Queen Maud Mountains,

Ship Based Helicopters

Each Navy or Coast Guard icebreaker has two helicopters attached.
They are used for ice reconnaissance, utility work, and, while in the
McMurdo Sound area, to support the overall effort.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

NINTH TROOP CARRIER SQUADRON (Heavy)
1710th Aerial Port Squadron

Lieutenant Colonel Fey B. Frost
Lieutenant Colonel Michael Zinoovich

9 C-124	 2 SC-54
G-124s will carry about 600 tons, including the weight of passengers,

from Christchurch to McMurdo Station. 'They will also airdrop to inland
stations approximately the following tonnages of drummed fuel: Byrd.-450
tons, South Pole.-350 tons, Eights- .315 tons.

The SC-54 aircraft will provide primary search and rescue coverage
over the northern half of the air route between Christchurch and New
Zealand as long as the Air Force Task Unit is in the area, until about
15 December.

TRAIL OPERATIONS

Two major traverses will be undertaken by Task Group 43.5 under
Major VI.E, Martin, USA. Both will start from Byrd Station. The first
will go back along Army-Navy Drive, the trail between Little America and
Byrd Station, as far as mile 183. The main purpose of the journey is to
remark the trail and to rehabilitate that portion of it known as Fashion
Lane, an eight mile heavily-crevassed stretch which occurs where the ice
from the Rockefeller Plateau falls into the Ross Ice Shelf. Along the
way, the party will assist in the rehabilitation of Little Rockford
Simmer Station. The second journey will be from Byrd Station along the
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120th meridian toward the Martin Peninsula. It is hoped that on arrival
at the peninsula the traverse party will be met by USS GLACIER.	If
successful, this meeting will demonstrate the existence of a possibly
usable overland route for the resupply of Byrd Station,

BASE DEVELOPMENT

Last year the most important items of base development were the es..
tablislinent of the nuclear reactor at McMurdo Sound and the construction
of the new Byrd Station. This year a sea water distillation plant to-
gether with a water distribution system will  be added to McMurdo. With
the growth of the stmer population to around 1,000, obtaining water by
melting snow has proved inadequate and unreliable. A sewer system servic-
ing four buildings will also be installed. Facilities at McMurdo will
also be increased by the addition of three warehouses, a helicopter
storage building, new laboratories, and barracks for scientists.

Although suitable for 000upancy, some work remained to be done at
Byrd when last season ended. Three new tunnels and a fuel storage areawill be out and roofed, and three new buildings will be erected. The Sea-
Bees will also improve the electrical system, set up a Public Health
Service Laboratory, and make further refinements in the nine existing
tunnels. Over the tunnel area where magnetic variation studies are con-
ducted, an altuninum rather than a steel roof will be installed.

The rehabilitation at AmundsenSoott South Pole Station will be
continued. Among the scheduled projects are a new generator building and
a new electrical distribution system, additional fuel storage, another
barracks, a radio science building, and a seinio vault • Other buildings
will be repaired, and some will be remodeled.

At Hallett Station, the SeaBees will install new water tanks and two
100,000-gallon fuel storage tanks. A seismograph vault will be built, and
the main science building extended.

For the first time since 1957 the United States will establish a year-
around station at a new site. Named after James Eights, the first United
States scientist ever to visit Antarctica, the new station will be locatel
at 75°14 1 3 9 77010 1W, where last season 1 s Sky-Hi suniner station was set up.
The station embodies a new concept for the United States in the Antarctic.
The prefabricated units will be ocinplet]..y transportable by air. Plans call
for the Navy to deliver 150 tons of buildings, supplies, and equipment,
and the Air Force to drop 315 tons of fuel., Ater completion, the staticn
will be manned by five scientists and six navy support personnel.
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SCIENCE PROGRM

The United States Antarctic Research Program is funded and adminis-
tered by the National Science Foundation through grants to universities,
government departments, and other research organizations. It is carried
on in the Antarctic at permanent installations and in the field, aboard
USNS ELTANIN and Navy and Coast Guard Icebreakers, and at various
locations in the United States. The United States Naval Support Force,
Antarctica, provides logistic support for the United States Antarctic
Research Program in the Antarctic area, including transportation, erection
and maintenance of stations, and support of field parties. The Military
Sea Transportation Service operates USNS ELTANIN for the National Science
Foundation.

Exclusive of staff members of the National Science Foundation ad-
ministering the program in the field, about 100 scientists will be en-
gaged in suiuner projects durnng the caning season. Another 39 are
expected to winter-over in 1963. The program calls for research in bio.-
logy, geology, glaciology, mapping, meterology, oceanography, seismology,
and upper- atmosphere physics. On 14 August 1962, the National Science
Foundation announced grants amounting to $4 9 870,124 and indicated that
additional grants totaling $1 1 370,000 were under consideration.

Of groat significance will  be the establishment of Eights Station,
the first United States wintering-over b,so at a new location since the
International Geophysical Year. Because of its position in relation to
conjugate points in the northern hemisphere, it will emphasize upper atmos-
phere studies, Other projects of general interest include a geological
survey of the Pensacola Mountains, traverses from the South Pole, and
several projects bearing on whether the ice sheet is advancing or re-
treating.

More detailed information on the various fields of scientific en-
deavor follows:

BIOLOGY

In the Antarctic, biological laboratories exist at McMurdo and
Hallett Stations. USNS ELTANIN is also equipped for biological research.

The following studies have been announced, for each the name of the
grantee institution and the principal investigator are given. A single
asterisk (*) indicates a project carried out aboard USNS ELTANIN; a
double asterisk (**) a project carried out in the United States.
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Bernice P. Bishop Museum
Entctnological research in
	Dr. J. Linsley Gressitt

Antarctic Regions, with emphasis
on natural dispersal

California Institute of
Technology

**A biogeoohemioal study of the skeletal Dr. Heinz A. Lowenstain
carbonates of the benthio organisms
in the Antarctic Seas

Harvard University
survey in West Antarctica

Johns Hopkins University
Behavior and ecology of the
Wandering Albatross

USARP Bird.-Banding Program

Ohio State University
Institute of Polar Studies

Ecological survey of Antarctic
bacteria

Ecology and floristic investigations
of Antarctic lichens

Stanford University
Ecological and physiological
studies of McMurdo Sound marine
animals

Dr. I. Mackenzie Lamb

Dr. William J. L. Sladen

Dr, William J. L. Sladen
Dr. Carl R. Eklund

Dr. William L. Boyd

Dr. E. D. Rudolph

Dr, Donald E. Wohlschlag

University of California
Basic energy sources and pathways in Dr. Charles FL Goldman
Antarctic ponds and lakes

University of Southern
California

*Biological oceanology in the
	Dr. John L. Mohr

Antarctic Seas
	 Dr, Leslie A. Chambers

University of Texas
**Bacteria, fungi, and other biota in	Dr. Orvill e Wyss
air, soil, snow, and melt pools of
Antarctica
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ANTARCTIC ACTIVITIES
1962-G3

United States Antarctic Research Program

National Science Foundation

LEGEND

U.S., U.S. Cooperative or Exchange Station

• Foreign

Aerial Photography for Mapping

- Geodetic Control --- Tops East and West

Topographic Mop Coo,pllatboo

	

-	Geological Studios

Ice MoWt000t Studies

- Palo Traverse

	

El Ott	
} Shipboard Research

-	U.S. Navy Icebreakers

	

plowed

A	R000.colt lelood Glaciological Study

Plunkett Point 605S$tigatloce

Poltotec Peoltwlo Site Study

STATION DESCRIPTION

eYeD	(lOOTS	ELLSWOCTH	HALL.ET1	McMI*DO	POLE	WILKES
(ARGENTINA-	(U.S.-NEW	 (AUSTRALIA-

0, 5)	ZEALAND)	 U.S.)

LAT.	LAT.	LAT	LAO...°.	LOT.	LAT.
LOCATION	

790 595 78° iRS	77-;6' S	72° IRS	77051 S	900 5	660 (S'S
LONG. LONG.	LONG.	LONG.	LONG.	LONG.	LONG.

129001W 780W	41° 08'W	170. le . E	166° 37' E	 1100 31

FEET ABOVE
SEA LEVEL	4,971	1,500	131	16	102	9,184	30

ESTABLISHED	1957	1963	1957	1997	1956	1997	1957

TERRJUN	ON IN- ON IN-	ON SHELF	ON GL.00l- ON VOL-	ON IN-	ON ROCKY
LAND ICE LAND ICE	ICE	AL MORAINE	CANIC ASH	LAND ICE	HEADLAND

MEIIOO OF	AIR	AIR	SEA	 AIR	SEASUPPLY	 SEA	 SEA

NUMBER OF	15	12	I?	 II	70	11	10BUILDINGS

MEAN ANNUAL
TEMPERATURE (-F)	

(Al.

.10,6	12.6	-8.5	.4.2	+0.1	-56,7	+16.9

MEAN TEMP.	01.6	+11.2	.14.4	.50,2	.21,6	-25.2	*50.9

APPROXIMATE
WINTER
PERSONNEL
(SC0NT(STS(II	5	13	6	 0	10
(NAVY)	 19	6	13	12	185	11

AIR DISTANCE
FROM MoMURDO
(STATUTE MILES)	885	1,525	1,560	380	----	802	1,330

%MACQUARIE
ISLAND
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University of Wisconsin
The behavior of the Adelie
Penguin

Orientation mechanisms and
related behavior in the Adelie
Penguin

Physical limnology of Antarctic
lakes

Virginia Fisheries
Laborotory

**Parasites of Antarctic vertebrates
and invertebrates

Mr, Richard Lee Penney

Dr. John T. EkoJ.en, Jr.

Dr, Robert A. Bagotzkie

Dr, William J. Hargis, Jr.

GEOLOGY

Geological projects for the 1962-63 season may be divided into three
convenient categories: (1) four major field expeditions to add to the gen.
oral knowledge of Antarctica's overall geology; (2) five specialized
studies of various aspects of the geology of the continent; and (3) six
intensive laboratory studies carried on in the United States.

In general, Antarctic geology emphasizes descriptive studies that
seek out the information needed to gain a broad understanding of the
continent and its relation to other continents of the world. Recent
years have witnessed a great expansion of geological investigation,
largely owing to improved means of transportation which make it possible
for scientists to travel further and stay longer in the field than formerly.

Projects so far announced are the following:

Bowling Green State University
Glacial geology and geomorphology of Dr. Charles Co, Rich
the Darwin and Carlyon Glaciers Areas

Florida State University
**Analysis of Antarctic bottom

sediments

*Marino geological field work in
Antarctica aboard the ELTANIN
in the South Antilles Basin

Dr. B. G. Goodell
Dr. J. K. Osmond

Dr. H. G. Goodell
Dr. J. K. Osmond
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Ohio State University
Institute of Polar Studies

Geology of the Mt. Weaver Area
(Queen Maud Mts.)

**Petrography of the Mt. Gran Area

**Petrography of Marguerite Bay Area,
Palmer Peninsula, Antarctica

Rutgers University
Pedologic processes in Antarctica

Texas Technological College
Geology of the Shackleton Glacier
Area, Queen Maud Range

Mr. George A. Douinani

Dr., Samuel B. Troves
Mr. Arthur Mirsky

Dr. Samuel B. Troves

Dr. X. C. F. Tedrow

Dr. F. Alton Wade

Tufts Univerity
**rJ.eomorphologioal field project in the Dr. Robert L. Nichols
Wright and Victoria Valleys and in an
un-named dry valley near Mt. Gran

U. S. Geological Survey
Geology of the Pensacola Mountains

University of Alaska
Petrology of the volcanic rooks
of Ross Island

University of Arizona
• Pa1ynology of Antarctica

University of Minnesota
Geology of the Ellsworth Mountains

University of Wisconsin
**Investigation of microscopic
extraterrestrial particles in the
Antarctic ioecap

Patterned ground in Antarctica

Stratigraphy and sedinientology of
the Palmer Peninsula and Southern
Chile

Mr. Thomas B. Nolan

Dr. Robert B. Forbes

Dr, Lucy M. Cranwell

Dr, 3. Campbell Craddock

Dr. George P. Woollard
Mr. R. A. Solinidt

Dr. Robert F. Black

Dr, Robert H. Dott, Jr.
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GLACIOLOGY

Glaciology, like geology, is largely a field study and therefore
also has profited from improved means of transportation. Glaciological
research in the Antarctic has four principal areas of investigation: (1)
General description of the ice sheet, its elevation, topography, thick-
ness, extent, eto.; (2) Mass balance, i.e. the ice sheet's budget and
envirounental influences; (3) Movement of the ice sheet and glaciers;
(4) History of Antarctic glaciation.

The National Science Foundation has announced the following projects:

Ohio State University
Institute of Polar Studies

"Analysis of Antarctic thermal,
gravity, glaciological, and
pale cmagnetio data

Traverse g].aoiology (1962.-63)

Ice surface movements on the
Rockefeller Plateau

U o S. Army Cold. Regions
Research and Fingineering
Laboratory

Snow and ice deformation and
analysis of deep toe cores

University of Michigan
Ross Ice Shelf studies

University of Wisconsin
Roosevelt Island study

(See also Traverse Program)

Dr. Cohn Bull

Dr. L. D. Taylor

Dr. A. J. Brandenberger
Dr. R. B. Forrest

Mr. James A. Bender

Dr. James H. Zumberge

Dr. G. P. Woohlard
Dr. Co R. Bentley

MAPPING

Accurate maps are an important tool for the scientists working in
Antarctica. Aerial photography for mapping purposes is taken by Navy
aircraft following priorities and specifications set down by the United
States Geologioa]. Survey. The Survey also sends topographic engineers
to the Antarctic to obtain adequate ground control. The principal field
project for this year is called TOPO EAST and WEST and is similar in
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organization and scope to last season's TOPO NORTH and SOUTH. TOPO WEST
will cover the mountains in northern Victoria Land. TOPO EAST will in-.
olude the area between the Beardmore and Shaokleton Glaciers, the Queen
Maud Range, and the Thiel and Horlick Mountains.

American Geographical
Society

"Preparation of a new map of
Antarctica

**Revision of the map of Antarctica,
new edition 1964

Mr. William Brie semeister

Mr. William Briesmeister

U. S. Department of Interior
**Standard geographic nomenclature	Dr. Meredith F. Burril].
In Antarctica for United States use.

U. S. Department of Interior
U. S. Geological Survey

Antarctic mapping operations,
1962-63

**program for Antarctic
mapping operations

Mr. Thomas B. Nolan
Mr. George D. Whitmore

Mr. Thomas B. Nolan

METEOROLOGY

Meteorological observations will be made at stations, aboard ships,
and in the field. Collected information will be used locally for oper-
ations and will be forwarded to the International Antarctic Analysis
Center in Melbourne, Australia. Climatological and other long-range
studies, including interdisciplinary research, will be continued.

U. S. Weather Bureau
*Antarctic meteorological research
program aboard the USNS ELTPANIN

Atznospheric-oceanio.-glaoiologioal
interaction in Antarctica

Meteorological research program in
Antarctica, 1962.-63

Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer

Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer

Dr, F. W. Reichelderfer
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OCEANOGRAPHY

Oceanographic research wi].l be carried on aboard U.S. Navy and
Coast Guard icebreakers in the area of the Ross Sea and aboard USNS
ELTANIN operating in the south Pacific from 50 0 S to the northern limit
of the ice pack. Two grants provide for investigations to be carried
out aboard vessels of the Argentine Navy,

Texas A & M Research
Foundation

'Chemical oceanography of
the Antarctic Ocean

Continuation of surface and deep
current measurements in the Drake
Passage (Southern Ocean)

Study of primary productivity in
Drake Passage (Southern Ocean)

U. S. Navy Oceanographic Office
Ship-based oceanography in the
Antarctic and sub-Antarctic

Dr. Donald Vi. Hood

Dr. Dale F. Leipper
Dr. Luis Capurro

Dr. Sayed Z. El-Sayed

Mr. James Q. Tierney

STATION SEISMOLOGY

The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey supports seismological
observations at Byrd and South Pole Stations. These two are part of a
four-station network. The other two are Hallett and Wilkes Stations
where the original equipment was installed and expendables are annually
furnished by Columbia University and the California Institute of Tech-
nology, respectively, The equipment is operated by Australians at Wilkes
and New Zealanders at Hallett.

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
Antarctic seismological observatories, Rear Admiral H. Arnold Karo
1962.-63

UPPER AThOSPHERE PHYSICS

Observations of aurora and airglow, cosmic rays, and geomagnetism
as well as ionospheric soundings, all begun during the International
Geophysical Year, will be continued. Other grants provide for extensive
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studies of VLF (very low frequency) phenomena in the Antarctic, aboard
ELTANIN, and , at conjugate points in the Antarctic.

Arctic Institute of North
America

**Aurora and airgiow at Eights Station, Mr, Norman J. Oliver, Jr.
1962-63

Aurora and airgiow data reduction

Aurora and airgiow research program,
1962-63

AVCO Corporation
**Antarctic research and data
analysis

Bartol Research Foundation
Primary cosmic radiation near
the South Geomagnetic Pole

**Shipboard cosmic ray station
(Data reduction)

*jJ3fl5 EIJTANIN cosmic ray station

Boston College
**Continuation of patrol spectro-
graph data reduction

National Bureau of Standards
**Antarctic ionosphere studies

Antarctic ionospheric soundings
program, 1962-63

The high latitude ionosphere at
magnetically conjugate points

Stanford University
**A land VLF Traverse Conjugate to
ELTANIN's course in 1962

**Geomagnetic latitude control of VLF
Phenomena

Radioscience at Eights Station,
Antarctica

Mr. Brian P. Sandford

Mr. Norman i. Oliver, Jr.

Dr. Rudolph B. Penndorf

Dr, Martin A. Pomerantz

Dr, Martin A. Pomerantz

Dr. Martin A. Pomerantz

Rev. James J. Devlin

Mr, J. William Wright

Dr. Fred W. Brown

Dr. C • Gordon Little

Dr. Robert A. Helliwell

Dr. Robert A. Helliwell

Dr. Robert A. Helliwell
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•f4josoienoe research aboard the
USNS ELTANIN

'IL? phenomena in Antarctica,
1962-63

U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey

Station and traverse magnetic
observations, 1962-63

University of Alaska
**Analysis of USNS ELTANIN Ricineter

Data

**Conjugate ionospheric phenomena
(Equipment development)

Shipboard installation and
operation of a Rianeter and
Photometer in the Antarctic
oceans.

University of Maryland
Continuation of cosmic ray
monitoring at Hallett Station,
Antarctica

Dr, Robert A. Hil].iwell
Dr. A. M. Peterson
Dr, 0. G. Villard, Jr.
Dr. Robert A. Helliwel].

Rear Admiral H. Arnold Karo

Dr. T. Neil Davis

Mr. Keith B e Mather

Dr, C. T. Kelvey

Dr. S. F. Singer

TRAVERSE PROGRAM

A major scientific traverse based on the South Pole is scheduled for
this season. The route followed will be along the sixtieth meridian west
to the Queen Maud Mountains, then skirting the mountains in an easterly
direction before turning north again to about 86°30 1 S where a route to
the east will be taken. From 86 0 30 1 S, 60°W the party will turn south-
ward to its point of origin. A brief return to the Pole in late December
will break the traverse into two stages of 650 and 620 miles, respectively.

The party will include two seismologists and two traverse engineers
from the University of Wisconsin, two glaciologists from Ohio State, and
a geotnagnetioian from the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

Other important journeys include one by an Ohio State group between
Byrd Station and the Whitmore Mountains, a distance of approximately 225
miles, and another by the University of Miohigan party between Little
America and Ross Island, about 475 miles.
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University of Wisconsin
Geophysical and Polar Research Center

Antarctic traverse program,
1962-63 (Traverse)

Dr. George P. VIool].ard
Dr, C. R. Bentley

STATION SCIENCE PROGRAMS

The National Science Foundation grants listed aboco include both
those for field work and for station programs • Year around programs con-
ducted at the various stations are as follows:

McMurdo - Biology, meteorology, cosmic rays

Hallett - Biology, seismology, meteorology, and upper atmosphere physics.

Byrd - Meteorology, upper atmosphere physics, glaciology, seismology.

South Pole - Meteorology, seismology, upper atmosphere physics.

Eights (planned) - Meteorology, upper atmosphere physics.

RElATED SUPPORT PROJECTS

A program of such variety and extent requires the granting of some
funds not directly related to specific research, but of value to the pro-
gram as a whole. Included in the category are the support of laboratories
and field operations, of research centers, and of scientific committees
and meetings. No distinction as to where the activity is carried on can
be easily made.

Arctic Institute of North America
Related scientific support of the	Mr. Robert C. Faylor
U. S. Antarctic research program

Wational Academy of Sciences
Support for the 1962 meeting of the	Mr. Ross C. Peavey
Scientific Committee on Antarctic
Research (SOAR)

Support of Committee on polar research Mr. Ross C. Peavey

Stanford University
Support for the USARP program in

	Dr. Donald E. Vohlsohlag
biological and medical sciences
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U. S. Weather Bureau
Support of USARP field operations	Dr. F. W. Reiohelderfer

AMEIS EIGHTS

3ames Eights (1798..1882) was a native of Albany, New York, and a
trained naturalist. In 1829, he accompanied the privately organized
American exploring Expedition to Antarctica aboard the brig Annawan.
The expedition visited the South Shetlaz4s and then proceeded southwest.-
ward to about 101°W., skirting the pack ice of the Bellingshausen Sea
and remaining out of sight of land. Eights returned with both geological
and biological specimens and had made many acute observations. He
published at least seven scientific papers notable for their accurate
descriptions and well.-oonsidered conclusions in some of which be antici-
pated those of the great Charles Darwin. From his evidence,, he deduced
the existence of large areas of l and hidden by the pack. As the first
United States Scientist to visit Antarctica, Eights well deserves to
have his memory continued in both the section of coast and the new soi-
entific station that now bear his name.

PUBLICATIONS

CWO George W. Fowler of the staff of the United States Antarctic
Projects Officer, has prepared a paper entitled Traverse Naviation in
Polar Regions. The United States in the Antarctic has also been revised
so as to record the events of the last year. Copies of these publications
may be obtained from the United States Antarctic Projects Office, Alfred
R. Taylor, Bedrock Geo10 of Antarctica, and James P. Minard, Glaoidlo gy
and Glacial Geology of Antarctica, are also still available from the same
source. - Rear Admiral Tyree has written a foreword for Our World in
Antarctica, a short account of United States operations in the Antarctic
prepared by LLTJG A. Dennis Clift, USNR, formerly Assistant Public Infor-
mation Officer on the staff of Cciiinander U. S. Naval Support Force,
Antarctica, The book, published ceroially by Rand McNally, is profusely
illustrated pz'incipa11f from Navy files but also using Coast Guard,
National Science Foundation, and other photographs.
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PERSONAL

Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, USN, designated to
David M. Tyree, USN, as Commander U.S. Naval Support
left Andrews Field on 21 September for Christchurch,
arotica. Admiral Reedy will devote several weeks to
with the Antarctic and its problems. He is expected
Tyree sometime in mid-season.

succeed Rear Admiral
Force, Antarctica,
New Zealand, and Ant-
becoming acquainted
to relieve Admiral

On 13 to 17 August 1962, a logistics symposium for members of the
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) was held at Boulder,
Colorado. Attending were RADM D. M. Tyree, USN, United States Antarctic
Projects Officer; Dr. 3, E. Mooney, Deputy, and CAPT H. W. Whitney, USNR,
OX. Admiral Tyree presided. They also attended several sessions of
the meeting of SCAR between 20 and 24 August.

In a letter of 25 September 1962, the Secretary of the Interior at
the recommendation of the Board on Geographic Names appointed Dr. Henry
M. Dater of the staff of the United States Antarctic Projects Officer to
the Advisory Committee on Antarctic Names.

The United States Antarctic Projects Officer is pleased to announce
the addition to his staff of Captain Alexander B]. Anthony, Jr., USAF.
Captain Anthony graduated in 1956 from the North Carolina State College
with a degree in nuclear engineering and entered the Air Force shortly
thereafter. He came to Washington from the Air Force Special Weapons
Center at Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico, where he served as Nuclear
Research Officer in the Biophysics Division of the Research Directorate.

DR. HRRYWTR

The Bulletin regrets to report to its readers the death of Dr. Harry
Wexler at Boston, Massachusetts, on U August 1962. Dr. Wexier's ex-
tensive contributions to meteorology are too well.-known to need repetition.
His interests, however, extended far beyond his field of specialization.
As chief scientist for the Antarctic during the International Geophysical
Year, he had a major part in establishing and setting on a sure course
the programs in many disciplines. As Director of Research for the United
States Weather Bureau, he became in his last years associated in the
public mind with the development and use of weather satellites, but this
important involvement did not diminish his interest in Antarctica. Any.-
one, who heard him discuss the advantages of a polar satellite, could
only realize that he had combined the two. AU, who were associated with
Dr. Wexler, will long remember his breadth of knowledge, his great under-
standing, his unlimited enthusiasm, and his deep feeling for his follow
workers.
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CHRONOLOGY DEEP FREEZE 63

29 August	Commander U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica arrived
Christchurch, N.Z.

31 August	USARP Representative, Christchurch,, established.

7 September Helicopter support of scientific field parties began.

8 September Commander, Naval Antarctic Support Activity shifted
occinand to Christohurob, N.Z.

U September USS DURANT departed Dunedin, N.Z. for Campbell Island
and ocean station.

15 September Commander U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, arrived
McMurdo Station accompanied by C.0. Air Development
Squadron Six (Vx.-6) and Commander Antarctic Support
Activities,

16 September USABP Representative,, McMurdo, established.

21 September USS DUBANT departed ocean station for Dunedin, N.Z.

24 September Fire destroyed oil and tool Jamesway at new Williams
Field, McMurdo * Believed to be caused by m&Lfunotioriing
prewe.y heater. Anticipate no deleterious effect on DF
63 Operations.

25 September USS DUR&NT departed Dunedin, N.Z. for ocean station
(60059 170°E).

26 September J8mesway scientific camp established at Cape Crozier
by helicopter from MoMurdo.

28 September USS DURANT ordered to return to Dunedin, N.Z. because
of evaporator failure causing estimated 8-day delay
in fly.-ins to McMurdo.

30 September Military Air Transportation Service participation
officially began when the C-135 Siratolifter carrying
Major General Will iam P. Fisher, EA.ST&F Criinrder,
laruled at Christchurch International Airport. A
crowd of 3000 was on hand to greet the first U. S.
Jet Transport to ever land there.
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4 October	USS DURA}IT departed Dunedin, N. Z. for ocean station.

6 October	Little Rockford simmer station established by 0-130
flight from McMurdo Sound.

Beardmore Simmer Station established.

TJSS DURANT arrived on ocean station.

7 October	The first USAF flights to Antarctica of DF 63 completed
with the arrival of two C..124s at McMurdo Station.

10 October	An R7V arrived at Christchurch from McMurdo with
the first group of DF 62 Wintering-Over Personnel,

An R4D transport returned to McMurdo Station
completing the first flights of the season to
Hallett Station. Aboard were RADM Tyree and
RADM Reedy.

The Atomic Energy Coixinision just awarded a study
contract to Allis-Chalmers involving installation
of a nuclear Power Plant at an inland station.

12 October VX-6's R7V.-1 (Phoenix) arrived at McMurdo Station
from Christchurch bringing in its second load of
VX.-6 passengers for the summer support season of
DF 63.

14 October	Major General R. T. Reeves, USAF Vice Commander
MATS, arrived at Christchurob, N.Z. to inspect
facilities,

Note: Greenwich Mean Time unless otherwise noted.
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